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Abstract
A variety of real-world systems can be modeled as bipartite networks. One of the most powerful and
simple link prediction methods is Linear-Graph Autoencoder(LGAE) which has promising performance
on challenging tasks such as link prediction and node clustering. LGAE relies on simple linear model
w.r.t. the adjacency matrix of the graph to learn vector space representations of nodes. In this paper, we
consider the case of bipartite link predictions where node attributes are unavailable. When using LGAE,
we propose to multiply the reconstructed adjacency matrix with symmetrically normalized training ad-
jacency matrix. As a result, 2-hop paths are formed which we use as the predicted adjacency matrix to
evaluate the performance of our model. Experimental results on both synthetic and real-world dataset
show our approach consistently outperforms Graph Autoencoder and Linear Graph Autoencoder model
in 10 out of 12 bipartite dataset and reaches competitive performances in 2 other bipartite dataset.
1 Introduction
Many complex systems in various fields can be modeled as graphs due to the proliferation of data repre-
senting relationships or interactions among entities [11, 12]. There are numerous graph related machine
learning tasks, such as link prediction, node classification, or node clustering. While many graphs are in the
form of monopartite networks, a variety of real systems are modeled as bipartite networks, which contain
two types of nodes and only heterogeneous nodes can be connected. In this paper, we focus on bipartite
link prediction, which has become common and important in various areas including the recommendation
of e-commerce [13], citation network analysis [1], social network analysis [14], drug side effect prediction
[15], and disease-gene association [5]. Although traditional approaches mainly focused on using topological
information with node attributes or manually engineered external knowledge, this paper studies the appli-
cation of unsupervised techniques or topology based models, which rely only on topological information to
infer novel links. Advantages of topology based models over other models that use node attributes are that
additional external knowledge such as biological measures or hand engineered-features are not required.
Extensive researches have been conducted on solving link prediction in bipartite networks using only topo-
logical features. These include algorithms such as similarity-based methods [9], supervised learning methods
[14], and recently developed powerful deep-learning based embedding methods [1]. In particular, graph
autoencoders (GAE) [1] and variational autoencoders (VGAE) [1] recently emerged as powerful node rep-
resentation learning methods. After encoding each node into low dimensional vector space representations
of nodes, these methods decode (reconstruct) original graph structure based on encoding-decoding schemes.
GAE and VGAE have been successfully applied to several challenging learning tasks, with competitive re-
sults w.r.t. popular baselines such as [16, 17, 18]. These tasks include link prediction [24, 16, 25], node
clustering [20, 21, 22], matrix completion for inference and recommendation [23, 24], and molecular graph
generation [24, 19, 25]. In this paper, we analyze the empirical benefit of using the number of 2-hop paths
as the reconstructed adjacency matrix.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Similarity Based Methods
One of the most widely used methods for bipartite link predictions using topological information is similarity-
based methods. For example, the preferential attachment algorithm only considers the number of node’s
neighbor node information to compute the similarity between two nodes. Surprisingly, it has high accuracy
than various algebraic methods in many real-world bipartite networks. There are many other similarity meth-
ods for bipartite networks which Cannistraci et al proposed based on formal definitions of similarity-based
indices in monopartite networks. These methods [9] include Common Neighbors(CN), Jaccard’s index(JC),
Adamic Adar(AA), and allocation of resources(RA).
2.2 Deep Learning Based Methods
In this paper, we denote A the adjacency matrix of G = (V,E) where V is the set of nodes and E is the set
of edges with |V | = n nodes and |E| = m edges. Also, V = A ∪B where A and B are two disjoint sets.
Graph Autoencoder(GAE) Graph autoencoders [1] are a family of models aiming at mapping each
node to a vector, from which reconstructing the graph should be possible. Intuitively, when model encodes
important characteristics of the graph structure to lower dimensional embedding space, the model is able to
reconstruct adjacency matrix close to the true matrix without missing links. Mathematically, 2-layer GAE’s
encoder generates latent representation by computing
Z = A˜σ(A˜XW0)W1 then Aˆ = σ(ZZ
T ).
where A˜ = D−1/2(A + In)D−1/2, X is a feature identity matrix, W0 and W1 are weight matrices, and σ
denotes ReLu function. For reconstruction of original A, output from the encoder is stacked by an inner prod-
uct decoder. Each Aˆij = σ(z
T
i zj) is computed for all node pairs with σ denoting the sigmoid function. The
value of Aˆij represents the probability of node pair (i, j) being connected to each other which is in range(0,1).
Linear Graph Autoencoder(LGAE) Linear graph autoencoder [2] is a simplified model of Graph Au-
toencoder. In LGAE, GCN encoder replaced by a simple linear model w.r.t. the normalized adjacency
matrix of the graph.
Z = A˜XW then Aˆ = σ(ZZT ).
The encoding layer embeds each node into lower-level representation space by multiplying normalized ad-
jacency matrix by single weight matrix, tuned by gradient descent in a similar fashion w.r.t. standard
GAE. Contrary to standard GCN encoders, nodes feature vectors are only aggregated from their one-step
neighbors.
3 Dataset
GPC Enzymes
Ion
Channel
Bipartite
PubMed
Bipartite
Cora
Bipartite
Citeseer
Negative
Food Disease
Positive
Food Disease
Drug SouthernWomen Movie100k Movie1m
|Nodes| 318 1109 414 16859 1611 1123 243 175 350 32 2625 9746
|Edges| 635 2926 1476 18782 1802 1000 376 207 454 89 100000 1000209
Average Degree(Node) 2 2.64 3.57 2.23 2.24 1.78 3.09 2.37 1.3 2.78 32.48 102.63
Table 1: The basic topological statistics of twelve bipartite networks.
Twelve bipartite networks are used as our dataset. (I) G-protein coupled receptors (GPC) [5]: The biological
network of drugs binding GPC receptors. (II) Ion channels [5]: The biological network of drugs binding
ion channel proteins. (III) Enzymes [5]: The biological network of drugs binding enzyme proteins. (IV)
Southern Women [6]: The social relation network of women and events. (V) Drug target [7] (referred to
here as “Drug”): The chemical network of drug-target interaction. (VI) Movielens100K (referred here as
“ML100K”, http://www.grouplens.org): The network of users and movies. (VII) Movielens1M (referred here
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as “ML1M”, http://www.grouplens.org): The network contains 1000209 anonymous ratings of approximately
3706 movies made by 6040 MovieLens users who joined MovieLens in 2000. (VIII),(IX),(X) are bipartite
Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed which are synthetic data [8]: The citation network of paper citing some another
class of paper. (XI) The positive association between food and disease. (XII) The negative association
between food and disease.
4 Model
Figure 1: Overall architecture of our model.
Given a pair of node (i, j), our model predicts the probability of the existence of a link assuming that
network is bipartite and node attribute data is unavailable. In the model, the first step is to find the recon-
structed adjacency matrix based on LGAE [2]. In the second step, we find the number of 2-hop paths that
exist between all pairs of nodes. Then, we evaluate our model’s performance.
Number of 2-hop Paths (N2HP) In the LGAE framework, we have:
Z = A˜XW0 then Aˆ1 = σ(ZZ
T )
where X = I and A˜ = D−1/2(A+ In)D−1/2
Aˆ2 = A˜Aˆ1
Aˆ2 = (Aˆ2 + Aˆ
T
2 )/2
Note that we take the average of Aˆ2 + Aˆ
T
2 because we want to account for paths such as [A → A →
B] and [B → B → A] where A and B denote sets of nodes. In more detail, we are using (1) path A → B
from normalized training adjacency matrix and (2) path A→ A and B → B from reconstructed adjacency
matrix because same set nodes(two nodes from the identical set) are connected in reconstructed matrix.
Additionally, multiplying two adjacency matrices results in the number of 2-hop paths between all pairs
of nodes. In figure 2, the 2-hop path between A and D is computed by calculating Similarity(A,D) =
1/2 ∗ [Similarity(A,C) ∗ Similarity(C,D) + Similarity(A,B) ∗ Similarity(B,D) + Similarity(D,E) ∗
Similarity(E,A) + Similarity(D,F ) ∗ Similarity(F,A)]
3
Figure 2: A simple illustration of how 2-hop paths are computed
5 Empirical Analysis and Discussion
To compare LGAE [2], N2HP, and other baseline models, we trained all models using 85% training set,
tuned hyper-parameters using 5% validation set, and evaluated the model performance using 10% test set.
Then, we constructed an equal size of randomly sampled pairs of unconnected nodes for each validation
and test set. For evaluation, we tested the model’s ability to classify edges from non-edges, using ROC
curve(AUC) and Average Precision (AP) scores on test sets, averaged over 50 runs with changing random
train/validation/test splits.
Table 4 shows the result for twelve different bipartite graphs without using node features. For all mod-
els, we detail hyperparameters in the appendix. In Table 2, we show that N2HP outperforms LGAE in 10
out of 12 dataset w.r.t. LGAE model. N2HP reaches competitive performance w.r.t. LGAE model in 2
other datasets. N2HP performs significantly well in cases well average degree of a node is less than 5. These
results underscore the effectiveness of the proposed model. Additionally, bold denotes the best performance
and underline denotes 2-hop LGAE’s performance improvement over LGAE.
Reaching a node in set A from a node in set B using 2-hop After we obtained the A˜1 (recon-
structed adjacency matrix) by using LGAE, we multiply A˜ with A˜1 which is equivalent to computing the
number of 2-hop paths that exist between each node pair (i, j). Suppose we multiplied A˜ with A˜. There
will be 0 number of 2-hop paths because there are only heterogeneous connections between nodes in Aˆ. But
replacing the latter Aˆ with A˜1 completely changes the story. Since A˜1 has non-zero values for the same type
of node pairs, it becomes possible to reach a node in set A from a node in set B using 2-hops. Therefore,
nodes in set A can be reached from the node in set B using 2 hops. Given that node X and Y belong to the
same set while node Z belongs to a different set, it should be noted that X reaches Y (homogeneous con-
nection) by using a reconstructed matrix’s connectivity value, and Y reaches Z (heterogeneous connection)
using training adjacency matrix.
Why we use training adjacency matrix instead of reconstructed adjacency matrix When com-
puting the connectivity of heterogeneous connection, Aˆ1 (training adjacency matrix) may seem like a better
alternative in computing the heterogeneous connectivity because Aˆ1 (reconstructed adjacency matrix) in-
cludes unseen connections in its adjacency matrix. However, the problem with using Aˆ1 is that it has many
false negatives and false positives. We calculated the confusion matrix between [original adjacency matrix↔
Aˆ1] and [original adjacency matrix ↔ A˜] using best f1-score threshold value. In the case of Enzyme dataset,
Aˆ1 has 665 false negatives and 1330 false positives when A˜ has 437 false negatives and 0 false positives.
Also, we calculated the Average Precision and AUC of Aˆ1 and A˜ using training/valid/test set edges with
equal-sized sampled non-edges. In most datasets, AP and AUC of A˜ are consistently higher than Aˆ1. Al-
though Aˆ1 outperforms A˜ in predicting unseen edges connectivity, the outperformance does not hold when
we include all edges, such as training/validation/test edges. It should be noted that the 2-hop path model
utilizes all the edges to reach the final node regardless of whether the edge is part of the training/valid/test
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set. We therefore use A˜ instead of Aˆ1.
gpcr enzyme ionchannel
edge false edge edge false edge edge false edge
test set 0.00165 0.00157 0.00046 0.00045 0.0013 0.0012
val set 0.00164 0.00152 0.00046 0.00045 0.0013 0.0012
all edges 0.00171 0.00180 0.00046 0.00035 0.0013 0.0012
Table 2: Number of 2-hop paths for each set of edges using method 1
Note that these values are symmetrically normalized.
gpcr enzyme ionchannel
edge false edge edge false edge edge false edge
test set 0.0074 0.0030 0.0022 0.0007 0.0042 0.0018
val set 0.0073 0.0028 0.0021 0.0008 0.0041 0.0018
all edges 0.0080 0.0036 0.0030 0.0007 0.0030 0.0007
Table 3: Number of 2-hop paths for each set of edges using method 2
Note that these values are symmetrically normalized.
Measuring connectivity through transitivity In this section, we measured connectivity between two
nodes using two different methods. In both cases, we measure connectivity using a transitive property. For
example, we measure connectivity between node X and node Y by multiplying (1) connectivity between
node X and node Z and (2) connectivity between node Z and node Y. Mathematically, connectivity between
two nodes is the weighted sum of each connectivity of all 2-hop paths. Let’s assume that node X and node
Z belong to the same set while Y belongs to a different set. The first method computes the predicted ad-
jacency matrix by calculating Aˆ1Aˆ1 while the second method computes the predicted adjacency matrix by
calculating A˜Aˆ1. The first method uses connectivity information only from the reconstructed matrix. That
is, each connectivity is the similarity between the node’s learned vector representations. As stated before,
the problem with the first method is that learned heterogeneous connectivity information can be noisy. In
contrast, the second method uses heterogeneous connectivity information based on the normalized training
adjacency matrix. By doing this, we can be certain that heterogeneous connectivity information is true.
In contrast, homogeneous connectivity information always comes from the reconstructed adjacency matrix
because it is homogeneous connectivity does not exist in bipartite graphs. We empirically show that method
2 outperforms method 1 in Table 2 and Table 3.
Edge Transitivity In this section, we explore why multiplying the reconstructed adjacency matrix with
normalized (training) adjacency matrix improves the performance of bipartite link prediction. In the decod-
ing scheme, the inner product decoder decides whether two nodes are connected by looking at the similarity
between two nodes. Therefore, A˜1 will have non-zero values for the same type node pairs if nodes are similar
to each other. Since two connected nodes are more likely to have a larger number of 2-hop paths, we can
see that similar nodes are more likely to share connections. For example, if node X is connected to Y and
Y is connected to Z, then X is likely to be connected to Z. In other words, connectivity is transitive. Due
to this edge transitivity, a link between two different nodes is more likely to be formed if they have a larger
number of 2-hop paths.
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GPCR Enzyme Ion channel
AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP
preferential attachment 69.9+4.26 76.5+2.47 75.9+1.60 79.1+1.13 80.4+1.74 78.6+0.92
Katz 78.7+4.20 84.8+2.74 85.4+1.67 90.3+1.02 87.1+2.13 90.8+1.20
jaccard 78.9+2.79 76.1+2.61 87.4+1.08 86.9+1.10 87.1+1.19 85.3+1.29
common neighbor 81.7+2.96 84.6+2.51 88.0+1.09 88.5+1.08 90.6+1.59 91.7+1.27
Adamic adar 78.1+3.15 80.9+0.03 83.4+0.02 85.2+2.11 90.8+2.35 90.6+2.15
GAE 82.2+0.60 87.6+0.40 91.0+0.29 93.7+0.17 93.1+0.24 95.4+0.15
LGAE 81.3+0.59 87.7+0.39 85.7+0.53 91.5+0.29 92.1+0.30 95.1+0.17
N2HP(Ours) 91.2+0.54 93.1+0.43 97.0+0.17 97.3+0.14 97.7+0.26 98.3+0.17
Bipartite Cora Bipartite Citeseer Bipartite PubMed
AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP
preferential attachment 31.1+0.00 53.5+0.00 41.6+0.00 56.8+0.00 32.4+0.00 47.6+0.00
Katz 59.5+0.00 67.0+0.00 53.4+0.00 62.2+0.00 48.2+0.00 57.9+0.00
jaccard 57.5+0.00 57.3+0.00 59.4+0.00 58.6+0.00 54.9+0.00 54.9+0.00
common neighbor 57.5+0.00 57.3+0.00 59.4+0.00 58.8+0.00 54.9+0.00 54.9+0.00
Adamic adar 58.0+0.00 58.0+0.00 59.4+0.00 58.9+0.00 54.9+0.00 54.9+0.00
GAE 56.7+1.46 62.5+1.34 54.8+0.82 60.5+0.68 52.5+0.34 54.0+0.26
LGAE 58.5+1.72 65.3+1.42 61.4+1.13 67.3+1.13 55.0+0.22 60.5+0.20
N2HP(Ours) 66.8+1.70 70.5+1.35 70.8+0.99 73.7+0.93 65.3+0.20 67.1+0.26
Drug
Negative
food disease
Positive
food Disease
AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP
preferential attachment 86.1+0.76 86.5+0.67 52.0+0.00 67.0+0.00 37.8+0.00 62.5+0.00
Katz 90.9+0.74 94.0+0.41 56.6+0.00 63.9+0.00 42.5+0.00 57.3+0.00
jaccard 90.7+0.59 90.7+0.59 53.3+0.00 53.9+0.00 51.8+0.00 52.6+0.00
common neighbor 90.7+0.27 90.7+0.27 56.6+0.00 58.0+0.00 53.4+0.00 54.3+0.00
Adamic adar 86.5+0.61 88.0+0.54 74.3+0.00 74.3+0.00 62.5+0.00 62.5+0.00
GAE 91.0+0.54 94.3+0.33 75.0+0.68 77.3+0.59 74.2+1.10 77.0+0.95
LGAE 91.3+0.47 94.4+0.29 55.2+1.02 59.4+0.96 54.3+1.31 59.1+1.20
N2HP(Ours) 94.6+0.42 96.2+0.22 85.0+0.48 85.1+0.52 81.9+2.05 82.5+1.66
Southern women Movie100k Movie1m
AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP
preferential attachment 76.4+3.19 82.2+1.79 52.4+0.05 51.2+0.03 50.7+0.08 50.3+0.04
Katz 68.4+2.96 77.6+1.87 88.5+0.04 88.1+0.04 88.2+0.02 87.9+0.02
jaccard 57.2+1.55 53.7+1.04 78.7+0.10 71.5+0.13 77.2+0.13 69.8+0.21
common neighbor 81.6+1.05 83.7+0.81 60.9+0.06 56.1+0.04 53.7+0.09 51.9+0.03
Adamic adar 93.9+0.76 91.6+0.76 94.5+0.05 87.7+0.07 94.5+0.32 87.3+0.15
GAE 73.9+1.10 74.1+1.19 88.5+0.15 88.5+1.00 90.3+0.02 89.7+0.02
LGAE 69.7+2.68 71.6+2.51 92.6+0.23 92.7+0.04 90.4+0.02 89.3+0.01
N2HP(Ours) 94.4+1.42 95.1+1.24 93.3+0.03 92.2+0.02 89.5+0.02 88.1+0.02
Table 4: 12 Bipartite Link Prediction Results
6 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed the 2-hop Path model which predicts the probability of the existence of edge
given a node pair in bipartite networks without using node attribute information. We demonstrate that our
model outperforms the LGAE model on numerous real-world and synthetic bipartite graphs. These results
are consistent with how the number of 2-hop paths is correlated to the probability of the existence of edges.
This shows that making connections between the same type of nodes can help improve the performance of
bipartite link prediction. For future work, we plan to generate a more realistic connection among the same
type of nodes in order to improve the performance of bipartite link prediction.
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